Adaptive mutations in PB2 gene contribute to the high virulence of a natural reassortant H5N2 avian influenza virus in mice.
The highly pathogenic A/chicken/Hebei/1102/2010 (HB10) H5N2 virus is a natural reassortant derived from circulating H5N1 and endemic H9N2 avian influenza viruses (AIV). To evaluate the potential of its interspecies transmission, we previously serially passaged the non-virulent HB10 virus in the mouse lung and obtained a high virulence variant (HB10-MA). Genomic sequencing revealed five mutations (HA-S227N, PB2-Q591K, PB2-D701N, PA-I554V and NP-R351K) that distinguished HB10-MA virus from its parental HB10 virus. In this study, we further investigated the molecular basis for the enhanced virulence of HB10-MA in mice. By generating a series of reassortants between the two viruses and evaluating their virulence in mice, we found that both PB2 and PA genes contribute to the high virulence of HB10-MA in mice, whereas PB2 gene carrying the 591K and/or 701N had a dominant function. In addition, the two amino acids showed a cumulative effect on the virulence, virus replication, and polymerase activity of HB10 or HB10-MA. Therefore, our results collectively emphasized the crucial role of PB2 gene, particularly the paired mutations of Q591K and D701N in the host adaptation of the novel reassortant H5N2 AIV in mammals, which may provide helpful insights into the pathogenic potential of emerging AIV in human beings.